Abstract-The adaptability of Web interfaces in response to changes in the interaction context, display environments (e.g., mobile screens) and user's personal preferences is becoming increasingly desirable due to the pervasive use of Web information. One of the major challenges in Web interface adaptation is to discover the semantic structure underlying a Web interface. This paper presents a robust and formal approach to recovering interface semantics using a graph grammar approach. Due to its distinct characteristics of spatial specification in the abstract syntax, the Spatial Graph Grammar (SGG) is used to perform semantic grouping and interpretation of segmented screen objects. We use the wellestablished image processing technology to recognize atomic interface objects in an interface image. The output is a spatial graph, which records significant spatial relations among recognized objects. Based on the spatial graph, the SGG parser recovers the hierarchical relations among interface objects and thus provides semantic interpretation suitable for adaptation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly growing Web provides a convenient and promising approach to accessing information, even in a 3D fashion [Cos02] . The availability of wireless network and mobile devices makes it possible to access information from anywhere at anytime. In such a pervasive environment, the adaptability of Web interfaces in response to changes in the interaction context, display environments (e.g., mobile screens) and user's personal preferences is highly desirable. One major challenge in Web interface adaptation is to interpret the Web interface semantics, i.e. page segmentation, that groups semantically related interface objects in a hierarchical structure and accordingly tag the semantic role of each object [Yu03] .
Web pages have been created independently by different designers and developers around the world. This implies that various styles of look-andfeel and different implementation techniques may have been used. It is therefore challenging to devise with a generic approach for extracting interface semantics. Many researchers have explored heuristic approaches [Ahm08, Bal06, Bur05, Buy01a, Buy01b, Che03, Che05, Gu02, Gup03, Mil02, Yan00, Yan01, Yu03] to discovering information organization underlying a Web page. These heuristic approaches assume that Web designers follow some common guidelines to design and present Web pages. For example, closely related contents may be placed in proximity and the HTML tag div could be used to organize information. The guidelines can be distilled to be heuristic rules, used to derive information organization from the perspectives of visual layout and DOM structure (if available).
Heuristic approaches, however, cannot handle the irregular HTML usages and styles satisfactorily. For example, tables in HTML are designed to organize and display tabular data, implying that information in a table is rules are defined on a DOM structure. In fact, even a simple Web page has a complex DOM structure. The complexity of DOM structure could significantly affect the performance of page segmentation.
Different from the traditional heuristic approaches, a visual language-based approach performs Website-dependent page segmentation based on graph grammars [Kon08] . Instead of requiring a common pattern of design and presentation across different Web sites, this method only assumes a consistent pattern applied to Web pages within a Web site. Based on this assumption, Web patterns are formalized as a graph grammar, which formally and hierarchically specifies the information organization in a Web page. Specifically, according to different application domains, the graph grammar can be customized to derive a fine-grained segmentation, such as recognizing the title, publishing time and content in an article. This approach formalizes and analyzes HTML Web pages based on the available DOM structures. However, the DOM-based specification and analysis require identifying atomic interface objects, such as sentences or images. For example, in an HTML Web page, a sentence (i.e. an atomic interface object) may be separated by several HTML tags, which make it hard to identify the start and end of the sentence. Consolidating information pieces into an atomic interface object is a critical step in page segmentation. The information consolidation can significantly simplify analyzed Web pages, and thus increase the performance of page segmentation. This paper proposes a novel approach to page segmentation, taking advantage of graph grammars to provide robust page segmentation without relying on the DOM specification. Various grammar formalisms [Bra95, Bot04, Cor97, Cos97, Cos00, Fis98, Kon06, Rek97, Sch95, Sch99, Zha01] have been developed for different purposes.
Due to the unique spatial specification capability in the abstract syntax, the Spatial Graph Grammar (SGG) [Kon06] is used in our approach for analyzing Web interfaces. Spatial specifications in the abstract syntax enable designers to model interface semantics with various visual effects (e.g., a topological relation between two interface objects). On the other hand, our approach analyzes a Web page, or any interface page, directly from its image, instead of DOM structures. An image processing technique [Bar09] could divide an interface image into different regions and recognize atomic interface objects, such as texts, buttons and etc, in each region. Based on the imaging technique, a spatial graph, in which nodes represent recognized atomic objects and edges indicate some significant spatial relationships (such as touch and containment), is generated. The SGG parser then parses the spatial graph to discover the hierarchical relations among those interface objects. Our approach has the following advantages.
• Efficient. Visual analysis on an interface image can efficiently trim the original Web page by consolidating information pieces into atomic interface objects. Dividing a Web page into several regions supports an incremental parsing, which narrows the parsing scope and thus reduces search space with an improved performance. Furthermore, our approach supports analyzing dynamic contents and Web interfaces, where DOM specifications are not available.
• Robust.
When interpreting graphical interfaces, non-uniformity, i.e. diversified styles and layouts independently developed by different designers, imposes a technical challenge. We observe that user interfaces created from the same organization or in the same Web site follow a uniform design so that they are homogeneously generated based on some common styles. A domain-specific analysis can avoid inconsistency and design conflicts, and thus improve robustness. To our knowledge, the above approach is the first to combine image processing with graph grammar techniques, which effectively addresses the issue of non-uniformity and simplifies page segmentation.
II. APPROACH OVERVIEW Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach. Web interface interpretation is performed in two main steps: (1) recognize interface objects in an interface image and (2) interpret the interface through graph grammars.
In the first step, advanced image processing technology is used to divide an interface into several regions and recongize atomic interface objects (such as a button or a check box) in each region. HTML tags may separate an atomic interface object into several pieces. For example, in order to highlight several words, a sentence, i.e., an atomic interface object, may be separated into several pieces by HTML tag <b>. Since the separation is completely content-dependent, it is challenging to derive general rules to consolidate those pieces into atomic interface objects. Distinct from pevious approaches, this paper proposes an effective approach that recognizes atomic interface objects directly from an interface image, instead of DOM structures. Image analysis techniques, such as those of Barkol et al. [Bar09] , are used to identify the interface layout and objects in the image.
Consolidating information pieces as atomic interface objects can significantly simplify the original Web interface and facilitate page segmentation. Furthermore, such a visual analysis on the interface image can divide an interface into several regions. Those regions provide natural boundaries between composite interface objects. In other words, we can interpret interface objects incrementally -first interpret interface objects within one region and then consider the relations between different regions. Such an incremental analysis is inherently consistent with the hierarchical design of Web interfaces. Designers in general first divide an interface into several layout regions, and then determine the organization and layout of interface objects within each region. For example, a Web interface can be divided into several regions, such as top, bottom, main region and etc [Ahm08] . In addition, the incremental analysis could handle irregularity. If a region contains style exceptions, not captured by a graph grammar, we can simply interpret those exceptional interface objects as the direct children of the node representing the corresponding region. Furthermore, limiting the spatial parsing in a small region can reduce the search space and improve performance.
Next, visual analysis on the interface image results in the generation of a spatial graph. In a spatial graph, nodes represent recognized interface objects, and edges indicate spatial relations, each indicating a close semantic relationship. We have evaluated different Web sites, and discovered that four spatial relations strongly imply a close semantic relation between two objects, i.e., touching, containment, vertical and horizontal relations within a small distance. Accordingly, each edge in a spatial graph represents one of those four relations. Meanwhile, a spatial graph also records the coordinates of each recognized interface object. Therefore, other spatial relations can be derived from those coordinates. Compared with the source HTML file, the spatial graph facilitates page segmentation by (1) consolidating information pieces together and (2) removing all redundant contents (such as empty columns or tables, which are used for adjusting layout).
In the second step, a graph grammar is applied to the automatically generated spatial graph for analyzing the hierarchical structure. In order to provide high usability, interface designers in general follow previous successful experiences, which can be summarized as guidelines, to organize and present interface objects. For example, semantically related contents are placed in proximity. Those guidelines provide valuable hints to recover the interface semantics underlying an interface. Our approach uses a graph grammar to formalize guidelines.
A graph grammar offers a computational paradigm of mathematical precision and visual specification [Var02] . It defines computation in a multi-dimensional fashion based on a set of rewriting rules, i.e., productions. Each production consists of two parts: a left graph and a right graph, the difference of which visually indicates the changes caused by a computation. Since interface objects are organized in a hierarchical structure, it is natural to formalize such a structure using a graph grammar. More specifically, the left graph in a production may include a composite interface object, which is made of a set of atomic/composite interface objects in the right graph. Each production groups related objects locally and a complete graph grammar provides a systematic specification to glue low level groups into a higher level group. Based on the graph grammar, a parser constructs a hierarchical parsing tree, in which a leaf node indicates an atomic interface object and an intermediate node represents a composite object, bottom up as a coherent interpretation for a Web interface. This paper uses the spatial graph grammar [Kon06] to analyze Web interfaces: the distinct capability of spatial specification in the abstract syntax provides designers the flexibility to define various types of spatial relations; and the contextsensitivity increases the expressiveness. The incremental parsing in our approach supports reusing a portion of a graph grammar in different Web sites. Even though two Web pages from different Web sites may be different at a high level, some low-level patterns, such as the organization of a paragraph, may be used repetitively across different Web sites. Therefore, the corresponding productions can be reused in different Web sites.
In summary, our approach uses the image segmentation technology to recognize atomic interface objects and applies the spatial graph grammar to specify patterns underlying Web pages. Based on the grammar, a graph parser takes an interface image (including recognized atomic interface objects with their spatial properties) as input and produces a hierarchical structure of interface organization.
III. AN EXAMPLE
Having introduced the theoretical foundation of our approach, this section uses an example to illustrate our approach.
Web designers often follow a pattern to organize and present information when creating a Web page. Such a pattern keeps a consistent layout across the whole Web site. Consider the example of Northwest Airlines (NWA) Web page that includes several topics, such as flight search and hotels. Those topics are organized and displayed with the same pattern: each topic has a title and several lines of texts. A search interface is displayed on the right of the central region.
The image analysis process recognizes layout segments (frames) and GUI objects: their location on the page, with associated type, text value and other attributes. The structure of the original Web page is constructed as a graph as shown in Figure  2 (a), using the graph grammar parsing and induction tool called VEGGIE [Ate07]. Each topic is displayed within a rectangle, recognized as a Default_Value object, and includes several lines of texts, each being recognized as a text object.
Based on the generated graph, we formalize the pattern underlying Web pages as a graph grammar. More specifically, the left graph in a production includes one composite interface objects (other nodes in the left graph are context objects), and the right graph contains several atomic/composite interface objects, which hold required spatial relations. In the right graph, the spatial relations of containment, touching and vertical/horizontal relation within a short distance are abstracted as edges while other spatial relations are defined through spatial specification (in a production. Each production defines a local composition of interface objects. In other words, the composite interface object in the left graph is made up of the atomic/composite interface objects in the right graph. The number is used to mark the contextual information in the graph, a technique inherited from the Reserved Graph Grammar formalism [Zha97, Zha01] . This technique of marking the contextual information allows context-sensitive graph grammars to be parsed correctly and efficiently.
Production P1 in Figure 3 combines two adjacent lines of texts as a composite interface object texts. The node default_value in P1 serves as a context object. Production P2 is useful when a topic includes odd number of lines of texts. Production P3 further combines two composite interface objects texts as a larger composite object. Finally, Production P4 abstracts all lines of texts as a composite interface object topic. Based on the graph grammar in Figure 3 , a parse tree is generated as shown in Figure 2 various interface constraints and end user's personal preferences. One critical challenging issue in interface adaptation is to discover the semantic structure underlying a Web interface. Different from existing heuristic approaches, this paper develops an approach to page segmentation based on image analysis and graph grammar. Instead of analyzing the document source and DOM structure, our approach uses the traditional image segmentation technology to recognize atomic interface objects and divide an interface into several regions. The image segmentation result is a spatial graph, in which nodes represent recognized interface objects and edges model spatial relations, implying a close semantic relation between two objects. Based on the spatial graph, spatial parsing is performed to extract the semantic of the corresponding Web page. Due to the distinct capability of spatial specification in the abstract syntax and expressiveness with context-sensitivity, the Spatial Graph Grammar (SGG) is chosen as the definition formalism for page segmentation.
Our approach is in fact general enough to be applicable to interpreting general graphical userinterfaces or any digital displays. The ability of automatic page segmentation on graphical or Web interfaces sets a solid foundation for many useful applications. For example, semantically grouped Web page components could be arranged for smallform displays such as cell phone screens. Another example application is in understanding and testing software that generates graphical user-interfaces by extracting the semantic components and their relationships from the interfaces.
As the future work, we will conduct more experiments on real-world examples to investigate issues like scalability and efficiency. Especially, we will investigate how to improve the efficiency of designing a graph grammar. Though the reuse of patterns across different Web sites can reduce the efforts of designing a graph grammar, we plan to further improve the efficiency by applying a grammar-induction algorithm to semi-automate the grammar design. Given sample interface snapshots, human experts first highlight most important substructures and give them some user-friendly names. Then, based on those manually highlighted substructures, a grammar induction algorithm produces a graph grammar. In addition to elaborating an induced graph grammar, human experts can also add spatial specifications to the generated graph grammars. Once the automatically produced graph grammar is evaluated and refined, it is used to interpret Web interfaces.
An analysis based only on the document source and DOM structure may not produce an optimal result due to the document's complexity. DOM structure does provide useful information for page segmentation. For example, one paragraph may cross several lines. In the image analysis process, each line of texts is recognized as one individual interface object. We anticipate that when integrating the image analysis results with the corresponding DOM structure, we could combine those individual lines of texts together and further simply the spatial graph. In the future work, we plan to combine the DOM-based analysis with image analysis in the first step of our approach. 
